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Case Study
A lady whose son attends your church comes over to your house to
discuss a problem with you. She’s a very nice lady, but she’s not a
believer. “I wanted to get my son a Bible for his birthday,” she explains,
“but I don’t know anything about them. I thought I could just go online
and get a Christian Bible. But it turns out there’s a whole bunch of
different Bibles! Why are there so many? And which ones are the best?
And how do you decide?

What Questions Are We Asking in This Session?
■ Why are there so many different Bibles out there today? Do we need
different translations? What makes a good translation? And which
translation is the best?
■ Can I depend on other humans’ translations of the Bible? Can I trust
that my Bible is the inspired Word of God?

The Goal of Bible Translation
■ Translation: the process of translating words or text from one
language into another.
■ The goal of translation is to accurately convey the meaning of the
original text into the receptor language.

What Makes a Translation “Excellent”?
■ Accurate: The main goal of translation is to accurately reproduce the meaning.
When moving from Hebrew and Greek to English (or whatever language) the goal
is to reproduce the meaning, rather than the form. While there are difference
theories on how exactly this should be accomplished, (almost) everyone agrees
that conveying meaning is the primary focus.
■ Clear: A good translation should be just as clear to modern readers of the English
language as the Hebrew or Greek was clear to its original readers.

What Makes a Translation “Excellent”?
■ Natural: A translation should sound like common, normal, and natural English.
Languages are constantly changing and growing, which is one of the reasons we
need new and updated translations.
■ Audience-Appropriate: It is good for different translations to target specific
audiences. For instance, there are translations for children, or for non-native
English speakers. Translations should seek to have a vocabulary and style that is
understandable to most people, and that would be appropriate to be read aloud in
church.

The Spectrum of Bible Translations
■ There are a bunch of different “translation theories,” but I think the most helpful
way to understand this topic is by viewing all of them on a spectrum. The farthest
to the left, we have translations that are more form-based, and the farthest to the
right are the translations that are more meaning-based. Along this spectrum, it is
helpful to plot five different points.

The Five Points on the Spectrum
1. “Literal” or “Word for Word”: Although we will later see that the terms “literal” and
“word for word” are inaccurate when it comes to Bible translations, it is helpful here
to make a point: There is only one example of a truly “literal” translation, and that is
an interlinear Bible. Interlinear Bibles list the words in the original language in their
original order, and then include a basic “gloss” or definition under each word.
Reading an interlinear like it is a normal translation would lead to nothing but
confusion. Thus, an interlinear is not really a translation, but rather is helpful for
showing the word order and form of the original.

The Five Points on the Spectrum
2. Formal Equivalence: These types of translations attempt to maintain the formal
structures of the original Hebrew and Greek and try to consistently reproduce the
form of the original into English. Also, formal equivalent translations try to minimize
the interpretation of the scholars while translating.
3. Functional or Dynamic Equivalence: This translation theory prioritizes reproducing
the meaning of the original into English, even if this means losing some of the form of
the original. In most cases, these translations will follow the form of the original when
it makes sense in English, but when it doesn’t, they will move to a more functional
translation. Ultimately, their goal is to reproduce meaning, which means that an
additional amount of interpretation is involved, which may be problematic. However,
it does produce a more understandable translation, which is good.

The Five Points on the Spectrum
4. Natural Language: This category is technically an extension of the prior one,
however, the distinction is important. Natural language translations see no value in
reproducing the original form, and thus exclusively focus on reproducing meaning.
These translations attempt to convey the meaning in a way that will evoke the same
response in the readers as the originals did. These translations introduce even more
interpretation, and sometimes can introduce things that are not included in the
original languages in order to achieve natural English style and readability.

The Five Points on the Spectrum
5. Paraphrases and Contemporary Relevance Versions: Technically speaking, a
paraphrase is a rewording of the original text for the purpose of simplification in the
same language. So, this means that any version that is moving from Greek or Hebrew
to English, no matter how dynamic it is, cannot be correctly called a paraphrase.
However, it may be helpful to call these “contemporary relevance versions.” These
versions are going to so prioritize meaning, readability, and modernity, that they will
remove essentially all cultural perspectives form the text in order to connect to the
modern reader. These should not be called “Bibles,” because at any point it is difficult
to tell what is the Bible and what is the author’s attempt to make the message of the
Bible relevant to their own culture. There are extreme amounts of interpretation in
these versions, and thus there is a real danger if the author is interpreting things
wrongly. In this category are The Message, The New Testament in Modern English, the
original Living Bible, and the Passion Translation.

The Spectrum of Bible Translation

Examples of Translations

Examples of Translations
Rom. 3:21 (ESV) But now the
righteousness of God has been
manifested apart from the law,
although the Law and the Prophets
bear witness to it— 22 the
righteousness of God through faith
in Jesus Christ for all who believe.
For there is no distinction: 23 for all
have sinned and fall short of the
glory of God, 24 and are justified by
his grace as a gift, through the
redemption that is in Christ Jesus,
25 whom God put forward as a
propitiation by his blood, to be
received by faith. This was to show
God’s righteousness, because in his
divine forbearance he had passed
over former sins.

Rom. 3:21 (NIV) But now apart from
the law the righteousness of God
has been made known, to which the
Law and the Prophets testify. 22 This
righteousness is given through faith
in Jesus Christ to all who believe.
There is no difference between Jew
and Gentile, 23 for all have sinned
and fall short of the glory of God, 24
and all are justified freely by his
grace through the redemption that
came by Christ Jesus. 25 God
presented Christ as a sacrifice of
atonement, through the shedding of
his blood—to be received by faith.
He did this to demonstrate his
righteousness, because in his
forbearance he had left the sins
committed beforehand unpunished.

Rom. 3:21 (NLT) But now God has shown
us a way to be made right with him
without keeping the requirements of the
law, as was promised in the writings of
Moses and the prophets long ago. 22 We
are made right with God by placing our
faith in Jesus Christ. And this is true for
everyone who believes, no matter who
we are. 23 For everyone has sinned; we
all fall short of God’s glorious standard.
24 Yet God, in his grace, freely makes us
right in his sight. He did this through
Christ Jesus when he freed us from the
penalty for our sins. 25 For God
presented Jesus as the sacrifice for sin.
People are made right with God when
they believe that Jesus sacrificed his life,
shedding his blood. This sacrifice shows
that God was being fair when he held
back and did not punish those who
sinned in times past..

Examples of Translations
Gen. 26:3 (ESV) “Sojourn in this
land, and I will be with you and
will bless you, for to you and to
your offspring I will give all these
lands, and I will establish the
oath that I swore to Abraham
your father. 4 I will multiply your
offspring as the stars of heaven
and will give to your offspring all
these lands. And in your
offspring all the nations of the
earth shall be blessed, 5 because
Abraham obeyed my voice and
kept my charge, my
commandments, my statutes,
and my laws.”

Gen. 26:3 (NIV) “Stay in this land
for a while, and I will be with you
and will bless you. For to you and
your descendants I will give all
these lands and will confirm the
oath I swore to your father
Abraham. 4 I will make your
descendants as numerous as the
stars in the sky and will give
them all these lands, and
through your offspring all nations
on earth will be blessed, 5
because Abraham obeyed me
and did everything I required of
him, keeping my commands, my
decrees and my instructions.”

Gen. 26:3 (NLT) “Live here as a
foreigner in this land, and I will
be with you and bless you. I
hereby confirm that I will give all
these lands to you and your
descendants, just as I solemnly
promised Abraham, your father. 4
I will cause your descendants to
become as numerous as the stars
of the sky, and I will give them all
these lands. And through your
descendants all the nations of
the earth will be blessed. 5 I will
do this because Abraham
listened to me and obeyed all my
requirements, commands,
decrees, and instructions.”

Examples of Translations
Is. 53:1 (NASB) Who has believed our
message?
And to whom has the arm of
the LORD been revealed?
2 For He grew up before Him like a
tender shoot,
And like a root out of parched
ground;
He has no stately form or majesty
That we should look upon Him,
Nor appearance that we
should be attracted to Him.
3 He was despised and forsaken of
men,
A man of sorrows and
acquainted with grief;
And like one from whom men hide
their face
He was despised, and we did
not esteem Him.

Is. 53:1 (CSB) Who has believed what
we have heard?
And to whom has the arm of
the LORD been revealed?
2 He grew up before him like a young
plant
and like a root out of dry ground.
He didn’t have an impressive form
or majesty that we should look at him,
no appearance that we should
desire him.
3 He was despised and rejected by
men,
a man of suffering who knew
what sickness was.
He was like someone people turned
away from;
he was despised, and we didn’t
value him.

Is. 53:1 (NET) Who would have believed
what we just heard?
When was the LORD’s power
revealed through him?
2 He sprouted up like a twig before God,
like a root out of parched soil;
he had no stately form or majesty that
might catch our attention,
no special appearance that we
should want to follow him.
3 He was despised and rejected by
people,
one who experienced pain and
was acquainted with illness;
people hid their faces from him;
he was despised, and we
considered him insignificant.

Examples of Translations
Psa. 51:1 (NIV) Have mercy on me, O
God,
according to your unfailing love;
according to your great compassion
blot out my transgressions.
2 Wash away all my iniquity
and cleanse me from my sin.
3 For I know my transgressions,
and my sin is always before me.
4 Against you, you only, have I sinned
and done what is evil in your sight;
so you are right in your verdict
and justified when you judge.
5 Surely I was sinful at birth,
sinful from the time my mother
conceived me.
6 Yet you desired faithfulness even in
the womb;
you taught me wisdom in that secret
place.

Psa. 51:1 (The Message) Generous in
love—God, give grace!
Huge in mercy—wipe out my bad
record.
2 Scrub away my guilt,
soak out my sins in your laundry.
3 I know how bad I’ve been;
my sins are staring me down.
4 You’re the One I’ve violated, and
you’ve seen
it all, seen the full extent of my evil.
You have all the facts before you;
whatever you decide about me is fair.
5 I’ve been out of step with you for a
long time,
in the wrong since before I was born.
6 What you’re after is truth from the
inside out.
Enter me, then; conceive a new, true
life.

The Myth of a “Literal” Translation
■ It is extremely common for publishers, advertisements, and many Christians (both
scholars and lay people) to refer to translations that are consistently more form
based as “literal” or “word for word.” However, this is extremely inaccurate and
just not helpful. I believe that the word “literal” does not “literally” mean what we
say it means, and by using this word, we are leading to confusion as to what a
“literal translation” is, and more importantly, what it means for a translation to be
accurate.

The Myth of a “Literal” Translation
■ The basic meaning or sense of the word “literal” has to do with meaning, not
form. All English dictionaries define the word as primarily meaning “without
embellishment” or “free from exaggeration.” Again, the emphasis of the word
“literal” is in regards to the meaning being conveyed, not the form. Thus, a
“literal” translation is one that is primarily faithful to the meaning of the author,
not the form.
■ Some dictionaries offer “word-for-word” or “verbatim” as a secondary and less
common definition of the word literal. But if this is what we mean when we use
the word in regards to translations, then no translation qualifies as literal, not even
an interlinear!

The Myth of a “Literal” Translation
■ If all scholars did was translate words, a “literal” translation would produce
nothing but meaningless phrases. In fact, no one should even desire a “literal”
translation in this sense, because if we followed this definition, we would be
reading an interlinear not a translation!
■ For example, this is how John 3:16 would read:
“in this way for he loved the god the world so that the son the only he gave in
order that each the believing into him not he perish but he has life eternal.”

The Myth of a “Literal” Translation
■ Some argue that a very formal translation is important because they reflect the
underlying Hebrew or Greek structure. However, English is so different from both
of these languages, that even the most formal translations diverge from the
underlying structure quite frequently. This would then confuse someone who
doesn’t actually know the original languages, because they might think they are
reading a translation that is following the original structure, when in reality, the
passage they are reading is not following the structure.

The Myth of a “Literal” Translation
■ It is also important to realize that words themselves do not have “literal”
meanings. Instead, each word has what is called a “semantic range.” Bill Mounce
illustrates this by saying that each word has a bundle of sticks, with each stick
representing a different (but perhaps related) meaning. One of the sticks may
certainly be larger than the rest, representing the core idea of the word, or what
might be called the “gloss,” which is what someone who is a learning a language
would memorize. But in reality, the “gloss” is just one meaning among many.

The Myth of a “Literal” Translation
■ Because words do not have “literal” meanings, a word-for-word translation is
unrealistic. Meaning is not conveyed by single words, but instead is conveyed
through groups of words, sentences, and paragraphs which are bound together by
grammar and understood within a particular context. Therefore, meaning requires
a context larger than an individual word, and accuracy has to do with meaning, not
with form.
■ Even in translations that are more formal, such as the ESV and NASB, there are
times where dynamic translations are absolutely necessary. Sometimes, these
translations end up translating a passage more dynamically than a consistently
functional translation like the NIV! It is important to see translations as on a
spectrum, not just fixed in one place. The translation method varies from passage
to passage, and book to book.

The Myth of a “Literal” Translation
■ So, I hope this shows that there is no such thing as “literal” or “word for word”
translation, and that even if there was, you would not want one! We must
understand that a true “literal” translation, in the most common sense of the
word, is one that conveys the meaning of the original words into the receptor
language without exaggeration or embellishment.

Why New Translations are Necessary
■ Manuscript Discoveries: One of the major reasons new translations are needed is
that we are continually finding more and more manuscripts.
■ Better Knowledge of Hebrew and Greek: Another important reason is that our
knowledge of the Biblical languages is constantly growing.
■ Changes in English: Also, the English language is constantly changing and growing.
This means that new translations are necessary.
■ Different Reading Levels: Different translations are necessary for different groups
of people.
■ Different Uses: There are also different uses for Bibles, and hence different
translations are required to fulfil these needs.

Pros of Each Translation Theory
1. “Literal” or “Word for Word”:
– Interlinears are helpful for viewing the structure and word order of the original
language when studying a passage or translating.
2. Formal Equivalence:
– These translations are less interpretive than others, and therefore the reader is less
likely to encounter a wrong interpretation, and can be helpful for studying so you are
forced to interpret the text yourself.
– Helpful for preaching or teaching from, since there is less need to correct the
translation.
– Readers will be able to pick up word patterns easier because this approach tries to
translate the same Greek and Hebrew words with the same English words as much as
possible.
– Lastly, it enables English readers to follow the argument better in Epistles because
they more consistently render logical connectives such as “therefore,” “but,” or “for,”
and also more consistently translates participles and other subordinate words and
clauses as syntactically subordinate to the controlling verb and clause.

Pros of Each Translation Theory
3. Functional or Dynamic Equivalence:
– The main benefit of a functional translation is that when it is done correctly, it is
more accurate than a formal translation because it conveys the meaning better. This
produces a more understandable translation, which is in fact the purpose of
translation.
– Dynamic translations create readable Bibles that do not require a scholar or pastor
to explain, except in some circumstances. Even the lay person can read the Word of
God.
– Also, these translations may be more clear, because sometimes maintaining a more
Hebrew or Greek structure introduces ambiguity into the text that was not there in
the original.
– Functional translations are appropriate for those without a high literary ability like
children or poorly educated people.

Pros of Each Translation Theory
4. Natural Language:
– These versions have the same benefits as functional equivalence translations,
however, they are even easier to understand.
– By using natural English, these translations are understandable by the average
reader, even those who are not educated in “Biblish” or “Christianese.”
5. Paraphrases and Contemporary Relevance Versions:
– These publications can be helpful for providing very simple summaries and
explanations of the text to those who don’t understand, such as children or
new believers.
– When rightly interpreted, these books offer the meaning of the text super
clearly. By sacrificing historical accuracy, the text becomes culturally relevant.

Cons of Each Translation Theory
1. “Literal” or “Word for Word”:
– Interlinears are going to make no sense if read like an actual translation and will not
convey meaning as well (or at all).
2. Formal Equivalence:
– Because formal translations attempt to follow the original structure and form, the text
can occasionally be ambiguous and thus not as accurate as a translation that conveys
the meaning.
– Because formal translation put so much emphasis on the gloss or one word, a
translation can occasionally be misleading.
– By sticking to a more formal rendering into English, these translations often read very
“woodenly” and occasionally make no sense. They can be very hard to follow for long
periods of time, especially in narratives.
– As we saw earlier, there is no such thing as a “literal” or “word for word” translation,
though these types of translations are often advertised as so, which is misleading.

Cons of Each Translation Theory
3. Functional or Dynamic Equivalence:
– Because these translations focus more on meaning than form, they require
more interpretation by the translators. This is good when they get it right but
can introduce pollution to the text when they get it wrong. This is why it is
important that there are footnotes with alternate readings.
– These translations often lose the benefits of a formal translation, such as the
ability to follow repeated words and the logic of the argument in an epistle.
– Because this translation type is in a sense a mediating category, it may
sometimes be hard to understand.

Cons of Each Translation Theory
4. Natural Language:
– By completely abandoning the original form, these translations lose all the
benefits of a formal translation.
– There is much more interpretation that is introduced, which may be
dangerous, as ideas that are not included in the Greek or Hebrew may be
introduced in order to make sense in natural English.
– These versions may read so naturally that you cannot tell that though the
Bible is God’s Word for us today, it is also an ancient book rooted in real
history.

Cons of Each Translation Theory
5. Paraphrases and Contemporary Relevance Versions:
– These books carry the same cons as the last group, however, to a greater
extent. So much interpretation is introduced that there is extreme danger,
especially when the interpretation is off.
– Often, these publications are the work of one author, and thus there are
individual theological biases introduced to the text (i.e. The Message, the
Passion Bible).
– At any given point, it is hard or even impossible to tell when you are reading
the Bible and when you are reading the author’s comments. Again, these
works should not be considered Bibles, and though they can be helpful in
certain situations, should never be used for regular individual study, public
reading of Scripture, or preaching.

Difficulties in Translating the Bible
■ There are many challenges when it comes to translating the Bible accurately.
Because English is so different than Hebrew and Greek, translators must careful
think through different things and ultimately make interpretive decisions when it
comes to translation. These decisions, while challenging, ultimately provide us
with more confidence in our translations, as we can be sure that translators are
making their choices in order to most accurately convey the meaning of the
original text.
■ Some of the primary challenges involve translating idioms, metaphors and similes,
euphemisms, money/weight/measures, and in creating audience appropriate
translations.

Gender in Translation
■ Another major obstacle in translation has to do with gender. The question is in
regards to how gender specific terms should be translated in Scripture. English is a
changing language, and while the words “man” and “he” and “him” used to refer
to a person in general, this is no longer the case. However, the languages of
Hebrew and Greek use words that function like English used to, where a masculine
word stands for a person in general. Because English is changing, many Bible
translators are calling for language that accommodates these changes. Some
people, however, believe that this should not be done, and argue that people who
suggest it should be done are liberal, politically correct, and feminists.

Gender in Translations
■ The reality is, English has changed. Many people today do not hear “man” and
“he” generically, and thus if we leave these words when we are talking about
people in general, they will be confused and will not hear the message of the
Bible.
■ Because the English language has changed, I believe translations should
intentionally clarify gender. This leads to the approach of a “gender accurate
translation.” When the original author was referring to men in specific, masculine
terminology is used. When the author was referring to both men and women,
inclusive language is used. This concept is in fact biblical, as there are times where
a New Testament author quotes the Hebrew Bible in a gender inclusive way. For
example. Romans 5:15 quoting Isaiah 52:7, 2 Corinthians 6:18 quoting 2 Samuel
7:14, etc.

Gender in Translations
■ What this does not mean is that a translation should seek to neutralize or remove
all gender-specific references. This would be wrong, and is clearly unbiblical.
■ This whole process is very complicated, because often gender in language is very
complex. For example, Hebrew and Greek both have gendered nouns, whereas
English doesn’t. However, sometimes the gender of the noun does not match the
biological gender. For example, the plural form of “fathers” in Hebrew is feminine,
but this does not mean that all fathers are women.
■ One danger in trying to be gender accurate can occur when translators take an
originally singular word that is standing for both men and women, a translate it as
a plural word, such as “them,” which may change the original meaning if there was
a special focus on the individual.

Gender in Translations
■ Another special problem with languages that seek to accurately translate gender is
in regards to passages that are originally referring to Jesus. For example, in some
translations, Psalm 8:4-7 are changed from masculine singular nouns and verbs to
neutral plural verbs. However, both in the context of the Psalms, and based off its
quotation in Hebrews 2 and 1 Corinthians 15, this passage is clearly in reference to
Jesus. So, changing the gender specific language changes the meaning.
Psalm 8:4-6 (ESV)

What is man that you are mindful of him,
and the son of man that you care for him?
5 Yet you have made him a little lower than the
heavenly beings
and crowned him with glory and honor.
6 You have given him dominion over the works of
your hands;
you have put all things under his feet,
4

Psalm 8:4-6 (NIV)

What is mankind that you are mindful of them,
human beings that you care for them?
5 You have made them a little lower than the
angels
and crowned them with glory and honor.
6 You made them rulers over the works of your
hands;
you put everything under their feet:
4

Gender in Translations
■ Overall, updating Bible translations so that they conform to the standard use of
English today is a good thing, as long as it can be done in a way that does not
obscure or change the meaning of the original text.
■ “If you’re going to offend non-Christians, offend them only with what the Bible
teaches—not how you translate it. This is not about being politically correct or
embracing a radical feminist agenda. It’s about communicating accurately and
clearly.” –Andy Naselli (How To Understand and Apply the New Testament, 72)

What To Do Instead of Bickering Over Translations
■ Regularly Benefit from the Strengths of Multiple Translations
■ Thank God for Good Bible Translators and Translations
■ Be Careful When You Criticize a Translation
■ Recognize How Similar English Translations Are
■ Understand that Different People Have Different Opinions

Suggested Translations
■ There are a great wealth of solid, reliable, evangelical English translations out
there. Here are my suggestions of some of the best (in order of most formal to
most functional):
– New American Standard Version (NASB)
– English Standard Version (ESV)
– New Revised Standard Version (NRSV)
– Christian Standard Bible (CSB)
– New International Version (NIV)
– New English Translation (NET)
– New Living Translation (NLT)

Using Multiple Translations
■ It can be really helpful to use multiple translations on a regular basis, especially
when studying a particular passage.
■ By using different translations, you can be sure that there is a consensus of
meaning (not necessarily wording), which grants certainty that no pollution has
occurred in transferring the meaning from the original Hebrew or Greek during the
process of translation.
■ Whether or not you have physical copies of all these translations, you can find
them for free online or on apps for your phone.

Conclusion
■ We have so many good translations out there, you can be confident that you are
reading the Word of God, and that the Bible you hold in your hands, whether it is
the ESV, NIV, NLT, or CSB, is the inspired and authoritative Word of God.
■ Again, as long as a translation accurately conveys the meaning of the original into
English, without adding or subtracting to the meaning, you have a good
translation. By comparing translations and seeing the consensus of meaning
among them, you can be sure that you have the correct meaning in your Bible.

Recap
■ Hopefully, after this lesson, you all have a better idea of:
– The different theories of translation, and what the main goal of Bible
translation is.
– The qualities that make a translation good.
– Some of the challenges that come into play while translating the Bible.
– Why there are so many different translations, and why we are constantly
needing new translations.
– Why you can depend on our modern translations.
■ Most importantly, I hope that all of this information has encouraged you, and has given
you more confidence in the Bible you hold in your hands. I also pray that this would lead
you to worship God and praise him for graciously providing us with his Word for us today.

